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Oracle Financial Cloud

Budget & Finance Support promotes training, tools, and communications to take full advantage of the financial
information system and support departments’ success in managing their fiscal responsibilities.

This edition is a primarily informative newsletter highlighting significant new features and improvements in Oracle
Financials cloud and a variety of training and support topics.

DOE/UC Path Integration Update
Any combination entered into Oracle on or after July 1, 2021 will be posted to UCPath for information purposes only.

The chart string combination entered in the Request ID or Report ID field on the Concur expense should match
the chart string combination associated with the University of California San Diego (UCSD) Financial Unit (Finance)
and the financial unit for the Event.

type in the Financial Unit field on the new Project COA Lookup Tool. The
Project/Task DFLT (default).

January 16, 2022, the chart string combinations entered into the Project/Task DFLT will be posted to the
UCPath PPM ledgers.

Any combination entered into Oracle on or after July 1, 2021 will be posted to UCPath for information purposes only.
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